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like the African National Congress and the
Communlst Party tor leadership and liberation. Violent outbreaks of one sort or another
are becoming more and more common. Sometimes, as In the case of the operations .o:t
Umkonto We Slzwe, these outbreaks are purposeful, effective and carefully planned on a
nation-wide level. • • •
The SACP proceeded to denounce the
P<>qo guerrmas sponsored by the PanMrlcanlst Congress for their "uncontrolled
and violent" outlook of "blind revenge on
Whites."
The African Communist for July-September 1964 carries an account of the arrest of
seven people Involved with the ANC, the
SACP and the Spear of the Nation ln 1963.
The magazine -said that "The pollee found
many confidential documents, Including
'Operation Maylbuye,' the Umkonto We
S!zwe draft plan for guerrllla warfare." A
tenant of a farm, a member of the SACP, was
arrested, the· article continued. He had:
• • • documents ln his handwriting !ndlcatlng that he had been sent abroad on a
mission to find whether arms could be
obtained for the Umkonto soldiers.

the undS"grOund unions ot the black workers." Thls remark takes on added slgn1fl.cance
when taken In context with the recent strikes
in South Africa and the statement made 1n
the July 1973 larue of the South African
Communist Party magazine, .Inlrululeko, that
"strikes are a potent force because they begin
to instil tear Into the capitalists; because
they help to educate the workers about the
true nature of the capitalist state."
The article stresses that the strikes must
be seen In the context of the political and
ideological struggles, and quotes Lenin who
wrote, "Strikes are a school of war and not
the war Itself, strikes are only one means
of struggle, one aspect of the working clasS
movement." States the article, "The white
ruling class will not surrender Its control of
the State without a violent struggle, therefore the continuation of the preparation for
such a struggle 1B essential for victory. • • •"

The South-West Africa People's Organization-swAPO-was founded in
the late 1950's by Sam Nujoma. Its small
guerrilla forces have operated in SouthWest Africa from bases in Angola and
•
•
Zambia. SWAPO guerrillas have received
Among the documents disCovered at military training and sabotage instrucRlvonla were manuscripts In the hand- tion in the Soviet Union, Algeria and
writing of Nelson Mandela, who had found Egypt.
_
refUge at the farm at one stage of hls underWhile Nujoma originally claimed inground leadership. Next to Chief Lutull,
Mandela has become the best known and di.ft'erence to either capitalism or commost popular of the Congress leaders. • • • munism, SWAPO has been vigorously
courted by the Soviet Union and its in•
•
• • • The leaders in the dock • • • dls- ternational front organizations. The staff
da!ned to repudiate • • • or to deny the study, "Terrorism," reported:
part that some of them had played In
Umkonto. • • • "I admit Immediately,"
said Mandela, "that I was one of the persons
who helped to form Umkonto We Slzwe, and
that I played a prominent role In Its affairs
until I was arrested in August 1962."

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"I do not deny that I planned sabotage,"
said Mandela, "I did not plan it In a spirit
of recklesm1ess, nor because I have any love
or Violence. I planned it as a result or a
Calm and sober assessment of the political
sltuatlon that had arlsen • • • ."

•

• • • Mandela vigorously defended the
A.N.C. policy or --cooperation with the [Communlst] Party In the common struggle tor
national liberation. Leading Communists
• • • had served on the National Executive
of the A.N.C. This was not surprising, he
pointed out. The Party had for very many
years !ought side by side with the Congress:
many Mricans equated Communlsm with
Freedom. • • •
Over the years the Soviets h ave used
ANC and Its leader, Oliver Tambo, to contact various emerging African revolutionary
groups.

The staff study also noted:
Despite these threats, the South African
"liberation forces" have been only mln1mally
active during 1972 and 1973. Oliver Tambo
explained this In an Interview In the November 1973 Issue of Muhammad Speaks, publl·
cation of the Nation of Islam (Black Muslims), a v1olent1y antiwhite organization
whose members have been Involved In Violent
confi1cts with local pollee:
• • • one simply can't place South Africa
In the same category as every other countl-y
and say, "There 1s fighting here, why lsn't
fighting there?" We know historically and
have decided that the answer to the situation 1B armed struggle. That stage of actual
fighting must be reached as part of the process of struggle. Its tlmlng must :tit the conditions that preva!l.
Wh1le ANC 1B not yet, based on Tambo's
ll~tement, ready for armed struggle, one of
their spokesmen, Tennyson Maklwane, has
stated that ANC has "an operative link With

In November 1973, Romesh Chandra, • secretary-general of the World Peace Council,
reported to the United Nations that "With regard to Nambla, the Congress extended its
full support to the liberation struggle carried out under the banner of SWAPO and
called on all governments and International
organizations to send concrete material asslstance to SWAPO, to enable It to e1fectively
!ntenslfy the armed llberatloD struggle." (The
World Peace Oouncll Is an international communist front formed at the end of the Second
World Peace Congress In Warsaw In 1950 as
part of the Soviet-sponsored campal.gn
against NATO. Chandra's report to the UN
related to action at the Council'& most recent
World Peace Congress held 1n Moscow October 25-31, 1973.)

Nujoma, while visiting Moscow at the
·end of February, reiterated that "armed
struggle" is, in the opinion of SWAPO,
necessary for the eventual victory of the
people's revolution in South West Africa.
At the same time, the World Peace Council, the Soviet Union's "peace front,"
called for escalation of the economic and
political campaign against the South
African Government.
A Tass report broadcast over Radio
Moscow in English on March 5, stated
that the WPC had "called for intensified
struggle • • • on ending all political,
economic and cultural ties with the
r a cialist regime of the Republic of South
Africa." Tass continued:
As a result of stepped up national liberation movement and actions of international
public against the regime of racial dlscr!mlnatlon, the racialist regime of the Rep"\lbl!c
of South Africa found Itself In isolation,

*Romesh Chandra was elected to the National Council of the Communist Party of
India at Its 9th Congress, Oct. 3-10, 1971.
[Documents of the Ninth Congress of the
Communist Party of India, published by
Communist Party Publication, New Delhi,
1972, p. 414.]
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stressed a statement of the World Councll
of Peace released here.
The World Council of Peace welcomes the
unanimous declslon on rejecting any dialogue
with the racialist regime of South Africa
which was taken recently In Addls Ababa by
the 24th session of the Mlnlsterlal Council
of the Organisation of African Unity, the
statement stresses.

Equally disturbing as the Soviet
Union's support for SWAPO and ANC
terrorists was the announcement by
SWAPO President Nujoma and Harry
Stembe of the ANC in Moscow that the
two groups had now forged links with the
Palestine Liberation Organization terrorists. Nujoma said thatAs far as SW APO 1B concerned, the st ruggle
In Namibia (South West Africa) against the
racist regime of South Africa ls the same
struggle as that one being waged by the
Palestinians againSt Zionist usurpation of
their lands.

And Stembe of ANC was quoted as
saying:
The ANC has got very close relations with
the PLO. In fact In the last 29th session of
the United Nations assembly the delegation
of the African National Congress of South
Africa was working very closely with the
delegation led by Yasir 'Aratat. We are havIng very close relations because we consider
that we are facing the same enemy.

In light of the seriousness of the threat
posed by international Marxist-Leninist
terrorism--<me band in Zaire even now
still holding two American students and
a Dutch citizen kidnapped in Tanzaniait would be an act of irresponsibility to
distort a report on terrorist support activities by omitting the name or background of a participant.
The most desirable society is one in
which each individual has the freedom
to grow and develop to the full extent
of his or .her capability. South Africa
should be commended for its new progressive policies of offering economic
assistance to developing African nations,
for opening itself to the dialog process,
and for dropping many racially based
restrictive regulations.
It would be more productive for
Americans of conscience to encourage
South Africans to continue these policies
and expand them, rather than to do as
the Soviet Union and its allies desire by
condemning South Africa to total economic and political isolation.
Our Government's relationships with
South Africa certainly are an appropriate subject for public debate. Let us,
however, examine the issues with eyes
unclouded by the propaganda and
rhetoric of the Marxist-Leninist enemies
of all peoples' freedom.

SOLZHENrrsYN SPEAKS OUT-I

HON.JOHN M. ASHBROOK
oP omo
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, June 4, 1975

Mr. ASHBROOK Mr. Speaker, the
voice of Solzhenitsyn has been strong in
its warnings to the West of the dangers
of detente and In 1ts analysis of both
the tyranny of the Soviet Union and that
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tyranny's impact on the world. Much of
his message has been antithetical to the
liberal world view in general and to the
liberal view of the Soviet Union in
particular.
Even with this being the case, h1s
message-because of its forcefulness,
truthfulness, and timeliness-has gained
a wide audience. One important press
conference that Solzhenitsyn held in
Sweden when he accepted his Nobel Prize
has never had its full text published in
the United States until very recently.
At this point I include in the RECORD
part of Solzhenitsyn's press conference
which appeared in the J~75 issue
of National Review. I commend the followid!J to Uie attetmOn of my colleagues:
SOLZHENITSYN SPEAKS

OUT

Well, hello, gentlemen. We have not seen
each other !or a long, long time. Actually,
we have never seen each other .. . !or a long
time you avoided me, and then I avoided you.
But today It Is natural that we should get
together and talk to our hearts' content.
You avoided me when I was In prison camp,
when I lived In exile, when I was an tillknown Ryazan schoolteacher; and yet that
was when I did my main work. But as soon
as One Day tn the Life oj Ivan Deni sovtch
was published, the correspondents wanted
to see me and talk to me. At that point,
however, I began, resolutely and persistently,
to avoid seeing oorrespondents. For nine years
I stayed awe.y !rom them oompletely, without giving a single Interview, and I have
not given many since then, either.
It Is not just a figure of speech when I
say the.t you avoided me for many years.
I should Uke to say that in the Soviet Union
today there are many people who could give
extremely important Interviews. But these
people, who are still unknown, do not lnte?.lst
Western oorrespondents. Borodin, for Instance, gave an Interview not long ago to
some Western correspondenta (from R&uters,
I think it was) , but the agency said: "We
don't need your Interview. Who is he, anyway?" So they did not print it.
Then there was the case of Svetlana
Shramko from Ryazan, about whom I wrote
In the New York Times. Confined to a psychiatric hospital from combatting air pollution In Ryazan, she succeeded In deceiving
her je.Uers by feigning humility and repentance. . . . She was released. She then went
to Mosoow and telephoned the New York
Ttme8 correspondent. And he heard a cry
!rom a throat being strangled. Since then
she has dropped out of sight. We do not
know where she Is now being tormented or
what they are doing to her, and we may not
find out for a long time.
I should like to say that you may be
missing the best opportunities, right now,
for highly Interesting interviews In the Soviet
Union-more Interesting, perhaps, than an
interview With me. Now I will also exple.in
Why I avoided correspondents, even though
many people understand this Without being
told. No sooner was One Day tn the Ltje ot
Ivan Dentsovfch published than some agency
put this question to me: "What can you say
about the way In which Khrushchev got
out of the Cuban crisis?" How could I. a
Ryazan schoolteacher whom no one had heard
ot untn that day, be expected to answer such
a question off-the-cu1f? . . . wen, of oourse
I avoided answering this question, and m&Il1
others like it thereafter.
I gave no Interviews, although I had more
than enough to say, because It would an
have gone Into the Western press merely to
sat!sty readers• curiosity. But at home, In
the Soviet Union. It would have harmed me.
It would have Interfered with my llterary
work and with the struggle which persecutions co~lled me to wage.

It Is strange that some Western correspondents to this day remain unaware of this
situation. For Instance, during the summer
of the year when Nixon was In Mosoow I listened to the Voice of America and heard the
correspondensts say: "We walked In the street
and began asking ordinary Soviet citiZens
what they thought of Nixon's visit and of
detente." I don't know what this !&-naivete
or cynicism? You can walk through the
streets of Western cities asking ordinary people for their opinions, and they will reply.
But when a Soviet person Is approached In
the street by a foreign correspondent and
asked a question, he knows perfectly well
that the KGB boys are close behl.nd, and
that, as soon as the oorrespondent disappears,
they will grab him then and there If he did
not answer properly... . All the correspondents want Is to collect opinions. even though
they reallZe that nobody gives them his
opinions and that they are not getting the
truth.
Of course, there are alwe.ys people In the
Soviet Union, eo-called dissidents, who cross
the line where they begin to speak openly.
If you ask such people a question you will get
e. truthful reply. Just make sure that the
person you are questioning has Indeed
crossed that forbidden line.
Q. What can you say about the !ate of
Raoul Wallenberg? Did you hear about him
when you were in the camps?
A. No, I heard nothing of him when I was
a prisoner. or for many years after that. This
just shows how vast Is the Gulag Archipelago,
and how may hidden places it oontalns. There
are many such secret places, wh&"e prisoners
are Isolated forever, where no word ever
trickles out, so that no one will know about
these people.
I happen to meet another Scandinavian
who called himself Erik Arvid Andersen.
When I tried to find out something abou~
him here in Sweden, and to learn who his
rele.tlves are, I came across the Wallenberg
story.
Yesterday I saw Wallenberg's mother. It
was heartbreaking to see this old lady, who
has been waiting for her son for 29 years.
Please weigh and consider the full meaning
of what I am saylng-29 years! Wallenberg
was arrested at almost the same time as I
was. I served my entire sentence, both Imprisonment and exne, was set free for anumber of years, as you know from my published
writings. . . . But this man has been In
prison for 29 years and Is still there today I
Nor Is he the only one like that in the Sovlst
Union. Many who were sentenced to 25 years
at the end of the war are still In confinement.
Some have been Imprisoned since 1947 or
since 1939, and their sentences are even
extended.
A whole epoch has passed since that time.
People whose arrest somewhere In Africa was
written about by leaders of national movements have long since been freed, have become presidents of their countries, have
been running their governments for decades,
have left oftlce or been overthrown. . . .
Generation after generation has been written
up in the press: so-and-so Is In prison,
so-and-so Is being tormented. . . . They have
all long since been liberated, but our people
are still In prison.
Wallenberg's mother has information on
who was in prison with her son, and when.
I do not for a minute doubt the authenticity
of her data. In the Gulag Archipelago, If a
man sald he was in prison With someone else,
that Is the truth. Fourteen witnesses are
listed here, and It Is evident that he has been
kept In secret oonfl.nement, but occasionally
someone or other saw him brietly and this Is
how the information seeped out.
But here Is the difference: 1! a man Is
arrested In the West or In the Third World,
lt Is open knowledge In what prison he Is
held and how he Is being treate,IL We can
even see him photographed behind the bars,
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this Is often permitted. But Wallenberg 1B
in a Soviet prison, so all we have Is this kind
of Indirect testimony from people some of
whom conceal their Identity either because
they are still in Eastern Europe or because
they havjl relatives there. . . . And so, since
they are all so well hidden In Russia. since
prisoners are so well concealed and kept
incommunicado, no one tries to free them;
I have heard that your Prime Minister (Olo!
Palme) considers that there Is too little Information to justify spolllng relations with
the Soviet Union on account of Wallenberg.
Here In Sweden I have been told of other
cases--the disappearance of Swedish sailors
and fishermen in the Baltic Sea during the
Immediate postwar period. They vanished
silently, Without a trace, apparently into the
Soviet Union, and no one tries to defend
them or to get them out.
Western governments as much as say : lock
them up tight and keep them out of sight;
we will liberate anyone who Is not securely
held, but 1! you have a good grip on their
throats, go ahead and throttle them, we're
not going to free them.
Now here Is an amazing story. Wallenberg's
mother Is currently In correspondence with
a certain Yefl.m Moshinsky, the former KGB
captain who arrested Wallenberg. Now In
Israel, he tells of what a nice man Wallenberg
was, the man he was ordered to arrest.
Ordered to arrest a Swedish diplomat! Well,
all right. The State Security captain summoned him amicably from the Embassy.
drove off with him In his car, then arrested
him. Wallenberg was then sent from one Soviet secret prison to the next.
In order to avoid trouble over Wallenberg.
Soviet authorities falslfl.ed the records as follows: a certlfl.cate was allegedly found at the
Lubyanka prison in 1957 stating that he had
died In 1947, and they tried to close the case
in this fashion.
However, much of the Information in the
possession of Wallenberg's mother dates
from later, and even very recent times . . .
from fellow prisoners who said he was still
alive In 1970. He Is now 62 years old. We
must hurry, hurry to have him released. What
Is needed for that Is a powerful public
opinion movement able to force your government and other governments to save this
man. And here I think that Jewish world
opinion could be very helpful. Here Is why I
say this: you probably know that Wallenberg, as an oftlclal of the Swedish embassy In
Budapest, rescued Jews from death by
getting them out to the West. According to
the data, he saved over twenty thousand
Jews In this manner, and I think that Jewish publlc opinion, which has been so effective In defending Jewish people In the Soviet Union Imprisoned for one, three. or tl ve
years, could oome out strongly !or Wallenberg and save him.
Q: What Is your attitude toward the activities of Amnesty International?
A: The organiZation Is nobly conceived and
supposedly lmpe.rtlal. However, precisely because of the total inequality existing between
the East and the rest of the world in the
number of prisoners and In the treatment
accorded them, the equality which Amnesty
International wishes to observe Is an erroneous and Illusory equality.... They want to
offend nobody. Each group defends someone In the West. someone In the East, and
someone In the Third World. But the Initial
oondittons are so unequal that this equality
Is in fact an Illusion. They know everything
about those few Western or Third World
prisoners, Including their dally diet, whether
or not the cells are lighted, and they have
photographs taken of them behind bars. All
of this Is known. But of Eastern prisoners
they know nothing, though they a.re a hundred times more numerous. What kind or
eque.llty Is that, how can they be weighed 1n
the same scales?
Yesterday I went to an Amnesty In~

-
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national exb.lbltlon. Many portraits of Imprisoned Soviet dissenters seemed to be on
dlsplay. But It turned ·out tba.t these portraits were repeated, llke a pattem. There
were forty portraits on display, but they
represented only five or six people. . . . We
looked to see whose pictures they were. The
majority were of people who had already
served their sentences and been released:
Marchenko, Glilzburg, Sinyavsky, Grlgorenko.
Because these names are already known,
their photographs a.re available. But there
a.re almost no photographs of those who are
now in prison, who are now being throttled.
So there is no equality here. The system of
equality which Amnesty Intematlonal seeks
to carry out is in reallty a cruel self-deception.
The world gets the Impression that this
Is an organization which worries about everybody. But in practice It cannot do anything
tor our prisoners, as lt knows almost nothing
about them: Its activities cover only a small
traction of them.
Q: In your opinion Westem-style democracy Is not suitable for Russia. Why not?
A: This, gentlemen, Is a perfect example
of how hastily and superficially the press
Gverstmpllfies people's views, including their
published statements. Today, when we touch
on serious questions, I would pa.rttcularly
like to request that, 1! you are not able
to report accurately and tully, you should say
nothing at all. In my "Letter to the Soviet
Leaders," which was almost completely misunderstood in the West, I did not say that
Western democracy Is entirely unsuited to
Russia. I made no such statement. I only
said that in Russia, and I mean right now,
we are not only not ready tor It, but we are
less ready than we were In 1917. Yet In 1917,
when we were more ready, when we had had
12 years of parliamentary experience after
all . . . in 1917 we were stlll so unprepared
that this led to an exhausting clvU war and
to the rise of a totalltarian .state.
After the upheavals our country has suffered, any evolution must be smooth, without
the slaughter at tens of milllons more of our
people. Cyberneticist Mikhail Agursky writes
that the transition, or future development 1n
Russia In the direction of democracy, must
proceed under conditions of strong authority,
and lie Is right. If democracy Is proclaimed
all of a sudden: a destructive war WUl break
out between nat1onallty groups. This w1ll
Wipe out democracy Instantly, and mi111ons
Will perish, but not !or democracy; It would
just be a war between nationalities.
I am not against democracy as such, and
I am not against democracy in Russia, I am
for good democracy. And I want to see us,
in Russia, move toward It in a slow, smooth.
and cautious manner.
Q: Do you be11eve in the possibility of any
!orm of Communism at all?
A: As the West began to learn more about
the true state of events In the Soviet Union,
Westerners, particularly those close to Communist circles, created myths and legends
to ll.t the picture. The first such legend took
shape after the Twentieth Party Congress.
Somehow, those who had acclaimed our executioners. and applauded our bummatlons
had to save their positions. So they thought
up the theory that Stalin bad spoUed everything. He was said to have estab11shed false
socialism. It only we had genuine socialism!
In the Soviet Union today a small group
of old Bolsheviks Is trying to defend this
same view. Its spokesman Is Roy Medvedev,
a relatively young man whose father died
In prison camp under that same Communism-no, under Stalin's false socialism.
These people do not specify. what genuine
socialism should be, they only say that the
other was bad and this would be good.
Roy Medvedev wrote a huge, thick volume
entitled Let History Judge. tracing the Stal1nl.st period-well, basically, what happened

in the Party and to the Bolsheviks. The kind
of things you lind In this volume, what astounding assertions! The Westem press, sympathetic with his conclusions, refers to this
book as a scholarly work. I can find no Sign
of science or scholarship in lt. It Is a narrowly partisan piece of political Journalism.
RevieWing "A Letter to the Soviet Leaders" and trying to save the day for the
Soviet Marxist Medvedev thought of this way
-out: in the USSR they need "a new socialist
party, free from responslbll1ty for the crimes
of the past." That Is, one party having already slaughtered sixty million people, its
hands can no longer be washed clean, so let's
form another one and start all over again.
Roy Medvedev's "rebirth of Marxism" IB
about the same thing as If a Journalist 1n
Germany were to try to prove today that
Hitler's theory was correct and only Its execution unsuccessful. Rather than parrot
words llke "social democracy," words which
are a Joke In the Soviet Union, or suggest, as
the Soviet papers do, "enlarging the prerogatives of local agencies," he should publicly and honestly answer this question: in
the Soviet Union now. Is It or Is It not necessary to destroy the system of fal8ehood,
which spins Its web around the lives and
souls of everyone in the Soviet Union?
A: As the West began to learn more about
But the Marxist& cannot admit that our
dreary propaganda t.s a lie.
Medvedev's book claims to be a work of
"purified Marxism," but in 1,400 pages It
presents the theory that everything would
have gone well but for the evU character of
Stalin, and because of the evn character of
Stalin history went wrong.
Thls can be said by a non-Marxist author
who attributes great Significance to the role
of personality. But If a Marxist says such a
thing, he draws a line through his work
from the beginning to the end.
Out of sympathy for his views, the Western
leftist press calls Roy Medvedev a scholar
and a historian, no less. For this book to be a
scholarly work, It would have to be structured differently: the author would have to
take the Initial propositions of Lenin With
which the October Revolution began. Let me
remind you of the propositions Lenin started
out with-they are the Lessons of the Paris
Commune. Lenin says that the Paris Commune perished because It did not destroy Its
enemies en masse; that to Win, the proletariat must annihilate Its enemies on a mass
scale.
Well, Lenin bas many such propositions.
• That, furthermore, was the concrete Russian
situation in 1917. Whoever wishes to prove
that the Soviet system is not socialism but
rather Stalinist false socialism must. prove
that, proceeding from Leninist principles and
from the concrete situation of Russia in
1917, It would have been possible to buUd
socialism without wholesale plundering of
the peasantry, without subjugation of the
working class, without Introducing mass
slavery, and without terror. Then I would
take off my hat and bow to such a scientific
study. But neither Roy Medvedev-nor any
Communist theoretician in the world-can
demonstrate that.
What Is more-and I am afraid I am tak.
lng too much of your time--It Is clear that
all of the principal measures against the
people were carried out by Lenin, and not by
Stalin. Lenin never dropped violence and
terror as fundamental methods of his program: 'Dictatorship Is state power supported
directly by violence." It was Lenin, not Stalin,
who took the land away from the peasants
in 1922. Lenin deceived the workers by not
letting them manage the factories. Lenin
set up the concentration camps and the
Cheka's hangman courts. He used military
force to subdue outlying regions and to suppress peasant uprisings; he totally destroyed
the nobUity, the clergy, and the merchant
class; and he harnessed the trade unions to
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the service of the state. The whole highpitched, atheiStic campaign which, as Agur•
sky has shown. was tbe pivotal point of col-

lectivization was created by Lenin and Trotsky. Trotsky, too, gave Stal in some Ideas:
compulsory labor armies (the prototype of
Gulag), superindustrlallzatlon and suppresSion of vital needs of the population, oppression of the peasantry as the main internal
enemy, the "tightening of the screws" on the
unions. The only thing that Stalin did on
his own was to play havoc with his Party,
which is the only thing they curse him for.
But Stalin took his rood precisely in order to
carry out Lenin's testamentary commands.
The weak point In the argument of those
who claim that Stalinism was false socialism
is passed over In sUence. The question Is:
right now, today, under the present leadership, what is It: true, or false, socialism?
But in recent years, as too much was being
revealed about Lenin, I noticed a new theory,
a new legend In the West. First they gave up
Stalin and defended Lenin. TOday It Is difficult to defend Lenin, so they are giving him
up and . retreating to the next line of
trenches, where they defend Marx. But If you
read Marx attentively you wUI there find
Leninist !ormulatloDB and tactics already
completely outlined, with repeated calls !or
terror, violence, and the forceful seizure of
power. Marx: "Reforms are a Sign of weakness." "The movement for reforms in England was · an error." "Democracy is more
terrible than monarchy or aristocracy."
"Polltlcal freedom is false freedom, worse
than the worst form of slavery." "Given universal suffrage, revolution hasn't got a
chance."
Marx writes to Engels: "Looking 1n the
future I see something for us (I.e., !or Marx
and Engels] that will smell strongly of high
treason." And very often they write: "After
coming to power-terror. It Is necessary to
execute, to repeat the year 1793." After the
takeover "they will begin to regard us as
monsters--but we don't give a damn."
Now what does 1793 mean? We don't stop
to think about It now, because It was all so
long ago. I can sum up In two sentences what
Marx and Engels found so thr!lling about
1793: Marat and his "Draft Declaration of
the Rights of Man and of the Citizen": "Man
has a right to appropriate to himself everything he needs for food, for his keep, and for
happiness . . . Man has the right to snatch
away from others not only what Is surplus,
but what is necessary . . . Man has the
right to slaughter his neighbor, and to devour his trembling body." It Is no accident
that Lenin never ceased to be delighted l)y
Marx and Engels right up to his death, nor
mere chance that Marx and Engels were
thrilled by the French Revolution. The
French and October Revolutions have this
profound similarity: they were both ideological; and they did not annihilate people haphazardly but on the ground of ideology.
Now, to answer the question that was put
to me, I had to reply at length because we
have to go very far back before Stalin. The
book seven of us have just comp!led, From
under the Rubble, containa an article on socialism by Igor Shafarev!ch (who is still a
.m ember of the Soviet Academy of Sciences
although he is also a member of the Human
Rights Committee). This article examines the
progress of socialist Ideas and socialist states
!rom Plato to Marcuse . . . Soon his book
Socialism will come out in the West. There It
will be possl bl e to read all this In de tall.
So, when they gave up Lenin or began to
give him up, they created this myth that
Lenin became the victim of the Russian tradition-as much as to say. Russia being what
It is, things could not have turned out differently, but we will change all that. But
no! The whole trouble lies in the roots of
this doctrine; this doctrine could not bear
other :trults than thGse it actually bore. . • •
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Now here is a llttle additional questton:
How do I evaluate Roy Medvedev's critique of
G-ulag ArcMpelago? Roy Medvedev comes out
with a short review, immediately translated
Into several languages, to get in ahead of the
appearance of my book . . . and thereby to
neutralize lt. This is in the Soviet tradition:
a book into which a llfetime or decades ot
work have been Invested is commented upon
by some journallst or other, who bats out an
article in a couple of days and hits you over
the head with a big club. Amazing that in
the west this should be called a "dialogue" I
A book has been written which contains the
testimony of hundreds of people, which con•
tains the work of an artist, and the jour·
nallstic reply Is: "No, not like that, he doesn't
quite understand, he has not yet grown su!·
!lciently ~ stature to understand great
1deas . . .
Strlotly speaking, Roy Medvedev came out
against ArcMpelago (although he does say
some things in Its favor) essentially because
he has to save Lenin and the Communist
idea; he has to defend those same old Bol·
sheviks who went on helping the machine of
oppression destroy others, right up to the
very day when they themselves were unexpectedly arrested and Imprisoned. He now
calls them victims, the standard-bearers of
public justice. But the question arises: if
the victim helps the executioner up to the
very last minute, giving him others to
slaughter and holding the axe for him, to
what extent is he a victim and to what extent an execwtloner? To this day, Medvedev
praises the executioners: Peters, ~atsts.
Dzerzhlnsky, Menzhlnsky. He calls the shoot·
lng of one boy a "legend," whereas for years
In our country people from the age of 12
on were lawfully shot, in accordance with the
penal code. In Chapter II of Part 3 [of Gulag]
I undertake a comprehensive Investigation
of the principles guiding the behavior of
these "well-intentioned persons" in the
camps, and I show that they could not have
behaved otherwise, behaved more decently,
and stlll have preserved their Marxist Ideology. Medvedev does not even try to answer
these Irrefutable conclusions; he simply
skirts them.
The term "dissident" or "dissenter" is used
in the USSR with reference to those who
express themselves outside of the official
press. One must be careful in using this
term. one might use It more accurately. In
the precise sense of the word, Roy Medvedev
does not belong to the dissident;s in the
USSR. he is not threatened personally by
anyone, because by and large he is defend·
lng the regime in the best possible way-more
cleverly and fl.exlbly than the official press
·would be able to do.

young and dynamic parish serves in ex·
cess of 250 communicants in the South·
field-Farmington Hills area.
Holy Cross Parish was founded in August of 1969 as a mission of the Greek
Orthodox Archdiocese, but growth in
membership and financial stability soon
warranted its emergence as a self-dependent Orthodox community. The
Reverend Father S. J. Anthony assumed
duties as priest August 1, 1971, following
more than 20 years as a Greek Orthodox
priest in parishes in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Florida, and California.
In announcing architects to design the
new church complex for Holy Cross,
Peter E. Zervos of Southfield, chairman
of the Building and Site Development
Committee noted that-

HOLY CROSS GREEK ORTHODOX
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members of the Holy Cross Greek orthodox Church on Sunday afternoon.
May 4, 1975, broke ground for their new
church complex.
This youngest church of a venerable
and ancient Christian tradition to be
built in the Greater Detroit area in the
last 35 years is characterized by the initiative and dedication of its members.
Located in Farmington Hills, Mich., this

The architectural challenge of this devel·
opment lles in the nature of the Christian
community we seek to buUd. Hopefully 1'
wUl be a. truly contemporary community In
which the human dynamic is echoed by Its
environment. In the design of the church,
we especially seek to have th& long history
and precious tradition of Greek Orthodoxy
interpreted. Imitatton of history in our day
and age is no longer relevant, but Its proper
interpretation can signify the role which our
ancient faith plays In the contemporary age.

Dr. Peter E. Georgeson of Franklin.
Mich., president of the parish council.
indicated that the dimensions of the proposed future development of the Holy
Cross Greek Orthodox Church exceed
anything undertaken by a Greek Orthodox community in the United States.
"We cannot look outside the parish for
the strength to grow," the dynamic
young president of Holy Cross, said.
we rely on the Intense involvement and
commitment of our members. A seven-day
week operation Is only noteworthy when: such
activity meets t)le needs and absorbs the
energies of the rnsjorlty of members. This is
the root and source of our success thus far.

It is with great pride and honor that
I call this achievement of these Greek
American friends to the ~ttention of my
colleagues. I know them as hard-working
and dedicated people proud to be Americans, yet also proud of their Greek heritage. They are good citizens. I am proud
to claim them as my friends. I am confident they will realize their goals for
Holy Cross Greek Orthodox Church.

any problems in America today are as
pernicious as drug abuse. And the problem is getting worse. The current economic crisis and its consequences-massive unemployment and the resulting
anxiety, frustration, and alienationonly serve to feed the problem. No one
doubts the need for an overall comprehensive plan of attack. Yet the administration recommends that the Special

Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention
in the Executive Office of the President
be terminated on June 30 of this year.
Together with our Cha.f.rman PAUL
RoGERS, and other members of the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment are introducing a bill to amend
the Drug Abuse and Treatment Act of
1972 in an effort to provide for the continuing operation of the Special Action
Office set up by title II. Our bill will rename the office, Office of Drug Abuse
Policy, and trim down its function to
that of coordination and policy development. If the administration wants
to cut Federal expenditures, I can think
of no better way than to make this office
viable and effective. To prevent duplication and wasteful effort, we should preserve this mechanism to provide continuous oversight, and review over the existing and projected budgets and programs
of the numerous Federal agencies involved in drug abuse treatment and prevention.
Presently, there are 16 agencies within the Federal Government which have
mandates in the field of drug abuse
treatment and prevention. There are
five within HEW, the largest of which is
the National Institute of Drug AbuseNinA; three within the Department of
Justice, including the Bureau of Prisons,
Law Enforcement Assistance Admlnistration-LEAA. and the Drug Enforcement Administration-DEA; and finally,
there are eight agencies spread throughout the rest of the executive, notably in
the Department of Defense and the Veteran's Administration. Together, these
agencies have a projected budget for fiscal year 1976 of over $443 million. It
would be pennywtse and pound foolish
to abolish this office and thereby eliminate a central coordinating body which
would both encourage research and provide the communication and general
program design independent of any one
agency's parochial interests. In addition,
the Office of Drug Policy will have coordinating responsibilities over the vari·
ous State and local drug programs operating throughout the country.
Hearings have been scheduled for
early next week before the Health Subcommittee of Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. I hope my colleagues will join
the chairman and me in facilitating the
quick passage of this bilL
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Mr. BEVIT..L. Mr. Speaker, almost ev-

eryone agrees that this Nation should
do everything possible to become selfsufficient in the production of energy,
just as quickly as we can. To accomplish
this, I submit that we must make greater
use of our most abundant energy resource, coal.
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